**Supported Research**

**Faculty Research Grants**
From 2007 – 2011, IRLE awarded Faculty Mini Grants to UCLA faculty engaged in research on labor and employment. Although funding challenges have discontinued this opportunity, the following results of the Faculty Mini Grants were compiled this year:

- **48** UCLA Faculty Mini Grants Awarded by IRLE between 2007 and 2011.
- **16** News Articles & Media Coverage
  - “Unemployment: UCLA Study Shows Stigma of Joblessness is Immediate” *ABC News*, April 6, 2011 (Shih, 2011)
- **32** Publications
- **17** Scholarly talks & presentations
  - “Defending Day Labor in Los Angeles” Loyola Law School, Labor and Employer Law Colloquium September 17, 2011. (Cummings, 2009)